Automated diagnosis and prognosis of COVID-19 lung ultrasound
using carbon-eﬃcient contrastive learning techniques
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Context

Contributions

●

Lung ultrasound (LUS) is an emerging clinical exam for the evaluation of
respiratory disease.

● COVID diagnosis & prognosis models derived from unlabeled
lung ultrasound (LUS) using contrastive learning (CL).

●

Interpretation relies on unstandardized expertise which is often
unavailable.

● Evaluation the utility of using unlabeled LUS images to create
representations of LUS pathology with CL.

●

AI could help standardize and automate interpretation but is limited by the
scarcity of expert-labeled datasets.

● Proposal of a pre-processing pipeline for the use of CL on
unlabelled videos.

●

Contrastive learning (CL) can bridge this gap by creating self-supervised
representations that facilitate generalization on small unlabeled datasets.

● Benchmark the integration of a carbon impact statement into
model training and thus report the carbon cost of the models.

Dataset

Experimental set-up

Results: predictive performance

Results: feature extraction

Results: carbon footprint
● Training complex AI models can use a signiﬁcant amount
of electricity and contributes to global carbon emissions.

The representation
learned with unlabelled
data allows visible
discrimination between
COVID outcomes.

● Being aware of the carbon cost of model design can
incentivize optimization to reduce the carbon cost of
AI.

Fine-tuning further optimizes
the representation to solve
each predictive task.

We implement and benchmark an open source open access
carbon tracker created in our group called CUMULATOR,
which reports the carbon footprint of training AI models

Contrastive learning on videos

FINDINGS: CL (x) creates 6-fold more carbon emissions than
supervised learning alone, however the cost of ﬁne tuning (y) is minimal
and thus the once-oﬀ cost of CL (x+yn) may be more carbon eﬃcient
than supervised learning (zn) in the long run as a baseline from which to
adapt future models with smaller amounts of incoming data.

We
present
three
novel
transformations that can be
applied on videos to create
self-learned
representations.
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Performance on the Diagnostic
task suggests potential for
good-quality self-supervised
video representations.

Link to CUMULATOR project: https://pypi.org/project/cumulator/
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